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I. INTRODUCTION
Transformative research refers to research driven by ideas that lead to emerging concepts, approaches, and/or new subfields of research that shifts or disrupts an established scientific paradigm [1] . Thomas Kuhn's influential book titled The Structure of Scientific Revolutions [2] describes the progress of science as non-linear, propelled by "paradigm shifts" in which scientists' world-views, or paradigms, are altered dramatically by a new discovery, theory, or methodology. Ability to systematically identify transformative research has numerous benefits, including helping funding agencies establish funding priorities, allowing individual scientists to better keep up with important new research, and translating transformative research faster into practice.
However, identifying transformative ideas is not easy. The process by which such ideas are recognized and accepted by the scientific community is affected by a variety of factors, including cultural and cognitive biases, such as the welldocumented "Matthew effect" [3] , [4] . According to this effect, the scientific community pays disproportionate attention to the ideas of already-established scientists [5] , [6] , making it difficult for competing alternatives to gain attention [7] . These biases slow down the recognition and adoption of important new ideas, resulting in significant time delay in translating new research into new technologies and medical therapies [8] , [9] . Yet, examples in which one theory, methodology, or line of inquiry overtakes an established one abound. One such case is the Nobel prize-winning discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in 1986 [10] . This breakthrough challenged the well-established theory of superconductivity [11] , which explained how materials enter a superconducting state at low temperatures. Scientists who have been studying superconductors shifted their attention to new materials, which were shown to lose their electrical resistance at much higher temperatures than traditional superconductors, and, therefore, prove to be much more technologically useful. While such shifts are easily recognized in retrospect, many years or decades later, we claim that they are evident in citations patterns almost immediately after the paper describing the breakthrough is published.
Given the importance of timely identification of groundbreaking research, several studies have examined how scientific ideas are adopted by other scientists. Most of these studies analyze citations made by scientific papers, since scientists communicate, position their work, and allocate credit through citations. Using the number of citations, or its distribution, is an accepted way to calculate impact of a paper or a scientist [12] . However, this method is problematic, since it takes years for the citation count to reflect the status of a paper. Mazloumian et al. [13] argued that paradigm shifts occur because an author's groundbreaking paper boosts attention given to his or her other publications. The boost establishes author's "authority," allowing his breakthrough to successfully compete for attention with an established paradigm. They proposed an automatic detection of such boosts as a method for identifying an author's seminal papers.
We view the process by which transformative research is recognized by the scientific community as a competition between paradigms for the attention of the scientific community. A paradigm is a theory of a phenomenon or a research method, e.g., preparation of materials or a new experimental technique. A paradigm is established in one or more papers and supported in subsequent papers. The attention it receives can be measured by the structure of the information cascade the original papers create. The cascade consists of chains of citations that can be traced back to the original papers. We claim that transformative research shifts attention of the scientific community away from the established paradigm and that this is observable as a disruption of the growth of its citations cascade. Disruption occurs when the challenger paradigm can explain new citations received by the established paradigm. Our approach is general and can be applied to other domain, e.g., social media, where ideas compete for attention of information consumers. it and are later cited by other papers, creating a cascade of citations that can be traced back to the seed. A challenger (blue node) is a paper that advocates a new paradigm. It attracts new citations from papers shown as white nodes with blue background, leaving the complement cascade (green nodes) containing papers in the cascade of the seed that are not connected to the challenger. When the challenger represents a non-competing idea, though there will be papers that cite both seed and challenger, they will not interfere with the growth of the seed's cascade. In contrast, a transformative challenger will disrupt the growth of the established paradigm. Without considering the challenger, it may appear that the established paradigm continues to prosper, as its cascade continues to grow, but subtracting part of the cascade taken over by the challenger will reveal that the growth of the complement cascade (green nodes) slows. In this case, the community's attention shifts to the challenger paradigm. We propose a method to automatically identify such shifts.
In this paper, we derive an error bound and empirically demonstrate the reliability of our method against sampling fluctuation of the citation network. This is important because complete citations information may not always be available. This property also allows us to scale the method up to large datasets by subsampling.
We illustrate the efficacy of the proposed approach with case studies. Specifically, we selected several highly influential papers from physics and computer science and showed that the proposed method is better able to identify successful challengers than alternative baselines that consider the number of citations received by the paper. Further, we demonstrate that our method identifies challengers that are more relevant to the topic of the seed paper than baselines. Moreover, challenger's success is evident early on, allowing for early detection of transformative research. While the focus of this paper is on scientific publications, the approach can be generalized to other areas where ideas compete to gain attention of information consumers.
II. APPROACH
We start by defining cascades in citation networks. A citation network is essentially a directed graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of papers and E is the set of edges indicating citations made by papers. A link (i ← j) ∈ E denotes that paper j cites paper i, cite(j) denotes the set of all papers that j cites and cited(i) the set of all papers that cite i. V t is the set of papers published at time t. We assume that if (i ← j) ∈ E and i ∈ V t and j ∈ V t then t < t . That is, no new paper should be cited by an older paper.
Given one or more papers S ∈ G, a cascade C is a subgraph that contains all citation chains that end at S. The set S is called the seed or root of the cascade. The seed indirectly exerts influence on all papers in the cascade, but influence decays with the distance to the seed [14] . For a node j in the cascade, the cascade generating function φ(j) summarizes the structure of the cascade [15] , i.e., all existing citation chains. The cascade generating function quantifies the influence of S on node j, and is defined recursively by
where α is a constant damping factor. Figure 2 shows an example cascade and the φ values for its nodes. For a paper j published after T time steps (e.g., years) from the publication of the seed, φ(j) can be written as follows:
where the coefficient a p is the number of distinct paths of length p from one of the seeds to j. The impact of α is that the smaller the value of α, the higher the penalty against long paths. It is also possible to assign a unique α ij for each link but we found that it is simpler to assign a constant 0.5 for all links to control its impact.
A. Cascade Disruption
Consider Figure 1 (a). C is the full cascade originated by the seed paper. Let C (T ) denote the cascade originating from the challenger T . We define the complement cascade C as the subgraph of C obtained by subtracting C (T ) from C, i.e.,
By definition, references of papers in C can only be traced back to the seed papers but not the challenger. Thus, they represent the influence of S that cannot be attributed to. We note that it is not necessary for the challenger T to be in C. The blue nodes in Fig. 1(a) are the root node(s) of the intersection of C and C (T ) . These nodes can be considered as "cross-talk" between the seed and challenger paradigms.
We say that challenger T disrupts the growth of S when new papers in the cascade of S(C) can be explained by the cascade of T (C (T ) ). This will result in a shrinking complement cascade C. Next, we present a procedure to measure disruption.
Let C t be the set of papers in cascade C published at time t, i.e., nodes in the bottom red box in Figure 1(a) . The average of the cascade function φ of papers in C t is defined by where a p is the average of the coefficient a p in Eq. (2) for j in C t , and a p indicates on average number of distinct citation chains of length p from papers published at time t to the seeds. The variable Φ t can be interpreted as an indicator of the seed papers' influence at time t.
Figure 1(b) shows the growth of Φ t (C) (red curve), Φ t ( C) (green curve), and the challenger cascade Φ t (C (T ) ) (blue curve). The value of Φ t for both the seed (red) and challenger (blue) papers may both grow rapidly, but the growth of the complement cascade flattens and drops once the challenger successfully shifts the attention of the community. Otherwise, the green curve will continue to grow. In other words, successful information disruption is associated with a declining values Φ t ( C) of the complement cascade.
We quantify this decline by the disruption score δ(τ ), which is a function of the time interval of τ given the seed and challenger cascades. Let t 0 be the publication time of the challenger paper,
The disruption score can be visualized as the area between the red and green curves in Figure 1 (b) from t 0 to t 0 + τ . The disruption score allows us to identify and measure the impact of the challenger paper.
When comparing candidate challengers published too long apart over time, the cascade of the seed paper may be so different that might give unfair advantages to old challengers. For example, the cascade of a seed paper published in 1950's may grow many-fold from 60's to 90's. For a new paper to disrupt the same proportion of the cascade as an old paper may require a much larger number of citations. The disruption score is immune from this problem because φ will be smaller after 30 years as citation paths to the seed stretch. More importantly, we consider the average, not sum. Also, the number of publications and thus citations to new papers grow faster in recent years and may compensate for the difference in cascade size.
B. Computing Cascade Disruption
To obtain the disruption score, we need to compute φ of the nodes in the cascade. A citation network is a directed acyclic graph if cycles are considered as errors. From Eq.
(1), traversing the citation network in a topological order [16] and updating φ values along the way will guarantee that no backtracking is necessary to compute all φ values for all nodes. Therefore, we can apply topological sorting to compute φ and obtain the disruption scores. The time complexity of topological sorting is O(|V C |+|E C |), which is linear to the sum of the number of nodes and edges in cascade C.
Cascade generating function φ can measure information cascades not only in citations networks, but also in other domains, such as information diffusion in social media or influence in social networks. The method for measuring disruptions of cascade growth should, therefore, carry over to these domains as well. This could lead to numerous other applications, such as comparing competing memes that are spreading in social media to determine which one is attracting more attention, or which person is becoming more influential.
III. EVALUATION
According to the classical test theory, a quantitative measure must be both valid and reliable. The notion is closely related to bias and variance in statistical data mining and pattern recognition [17] . As a quantification measure of transformative research, the disruption score must be valid, in the sense that truly transformative research will be scored higher than others, and reliable, in the sense that the score is robust against incomplete subsampling of citation network data. In addition, computation of the score must scale up to large citation network data. In this section, we evaluate the validity, reliability, and scalability of the disruption score as a detector of transformative research.
A. Data
We use two large citation network datasets in the empirical evaluation. One of them is the dataset of the journals published by the American Physical Society (APS) [18] ,which consists of articles published from 1893 to 2009. The APS dataset contains important physics papers that announced a new discovery or a new technique, many of which were recognized by the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences with a Nobel prize, the highest honor in physics. APS is perfect for our study because it contains many examples of successful transformative research and recognized paradigm shifts and makes them available for analysis.
The other dataset is the DBLP-Citation-network V5 (DBLP) available at Arnetminer.org [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , which consists of two major computer science bibliographic datasets, DBLP and ACM, covering publications from 1936 to 2011. The DBLP dataset contains some of the important papers in computer science that describe widely used techniques and algorithms. Table I summarizes the statistics of these datasets. The difference of the network structure and the scale of these two datasets reflects the difference in citation culture between these two disciplines of science.
To reduce noise, we pruned low-citation publications as a pre-processing step. Papers must be cited more than 10 times in APS and 5 in DBLP to be included in our evaluation. We considered a citation to a more recent paper as an error and removed 284 from APS and 20,418 from DBLP, respectively. In addition, we excluded 2,555 review articles from the APS dataset that were published in Reviews of Modern Physics, since their citation patterns are different from regular research papers [23] . Review papers never start a new paradigm or become a challenger by definition and thus are not in the scope of our search.
B. Validity
The disruption score is a valid indicator of paradigm shift if the score distinguishes truly transformative research papers from the rest with high sensitivity and specificity. However, unlike well-defined data mining problems, it is difficult to create a large gold standard of truly transformative research to quantitatively assess the validity of the proposed method. Therefore, we focus on a few well-known cases of transformative research to evaluate our method's validity. Section IV reports detailed results of applying our method to APS and DBLP datasets.
Consider superconductivity. The 1957 theory of superconductivity by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schriffer (BCS) [11] , [24] was a dominant paradigm in this field until the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity [10] (HTS) in 1986, an indisputable transformative research accomplishment for which the authors were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics the next year.
Figure 3(c) shows evolution of the cascade size, i.e., the number of papers in the cascade, of the BCS cascade, and the HTS cascade rooted at three pioneering APS papers in this field [25] , [26] , [27] . One may expect that discovery of HTS would slow down the growth of the BCS cascade, but 
) (blue) and Φ t ( C) (green) as computed from the APS dataset. We see a pattern identical to the one shown in Figure 1(b) , a vivid demonstration of cascade disruption and paradigm shift. Moreover, the disruption starts immediately after the publication of HTS.
To test the specificity of cascade interruption, we randomly selected 30 papers published in 1987, the same year as HTS seeds, from the APS dataset as negative controls and plotted the growth of their cascades as shown in Figure 3(b) , where the blue curve shows the means and standard deviations of the average cascades of these 30 challengers and the green curve shows those for their complement cascades. The curves show [11] , [24] and high-temperature superconductivity (HTS) [25] , [26] , [27] [28] versus graphene [29] , [30] . Unlike superconductivity, the cascades are not as large because they were published in recent years. Therefore, no logarithm of Φ is taken here.
that though the growth of their cascades varies widely, the complements of the BCS cascade are hardly disrupted, unlike the HTS papers.
Another example of transformative research is the development of graphene in 2004 [29] , [30] , which was considered a breakthrough both for the materials fabrication technology, focused on carbon nanotubes [28] and as a system for studying properties of 2-dimensional electron systems. The developers of graphene were awarded Nobel Prize in Physics in 2010. Figure 3(d) shows the cascade growth and disruption in this case. Again, the disruption is observable starting in 2006, right after their publication. This is as fast as possibly detectable because we removed all citations between papers published in the same year. The disruption then drops sharply in 2007, three years before their Nobel Prize award, even though the growth of the average cascade of the graphene papers is flat.
C. Reliability
Existing datasets of citation networks are inevitably incomplete and only contain a subset of all related papers and citations. It is important that the proposed disruption score produces consistent results given different subsamples of citation network data.
Here we show that it is possible to derive a theoretic error bound of the disruption score given a subsample of citation network data, compared to the score obtained from the complete citation network. We observed empirically in our preliminary study that if the average cascade function values Φ t (C) > Φ t ( C), the relation will maintain when they are estimated from a subsampled cascade, i.e., Φ t (C ) > Φ t ( C ). In other words, if we observe cascade disruption in a subsampled cascade, then it is almost certain that cascade disruption will also present in a complete cascade.
To see why this is the case, let C be the subsampled cascade from the complete cascade C with a constant node sampling ratio ρ. The citation links in C adjacent to nodes not in C are removed from C . Since Φ essentially is the true mean of the cascade function values φ given a complete cascade C, if φ of the nodes in the subsampled cascade C are identical to their φ values in the the complete cascade C, then according to Hoeffding's inequality, which states that the probability that the difference of sample mean and true mean is large is less than a formula that is roughly proportional to the exponential of the inverse of the sample size, we can show that Φ t (C ) ≈ Φ t (C) and this is similarly the case for the complement cascade C and its subsample C and hence the inequality relation will maintain.
However, the new φ of the nodes in the subsampled cascade C will be different, because citations to the removed nodes are absent. Also, φ of those being cited will be smaller due to the removal of the unselected nodes. Therefore,
and its expectation will be where |C| is the number of nodes in cascade C. This applies to the complement cascade C and its subsample C as well. Since Φ is the expectation of φ for papers published at the same time, from the Hoeffding's inequality and Eq. (4), we can conclude that with a high probability proportional (roughly speaking) to the sampling size of the subsampled cascade, the difference
will be very small. The following theorem establishes a bound for the sampling error of the average cascades.
Theorem 1. For any strictly positive constant ε, with probability greater than
Proof: Appendix provides a sketch of proof by the Hoeffding's inequality.
We also empirically tested the reliability of the disruption score with subsampling. We chose the top highly cited papers in DBLP and ranked the papers in their cascades according to their disruption scores. Next, we assessed the reliability of our method by a 5-fold cross validation sampling test, where we divided all papers in the dataset into five subsets and used four of them to assign the ranks. Then we used the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient to measure the similarity of the ordering of the top 1000 articles in the five trials. The similarity tests show that using 80% of the data yields similar disruption scores and similar rankings. Figure 4 shows the heatmaps of correlations for two well-known papers in the data mining community as the seeds. We also observed that the differences between the disruption scores of the top 5 challengers computed from the cross-validation subsamples and from the complete dataset are small and with negligible variance (data not shown). We set τ = 4 years when computing the disruption score in all trials. Using other highly-cited papers in DBLP gives similar results.
D. Scalability
We already showed that the algorithm to compute the disruption score is linear in the size of the citation network. As the number of publications grew geometrically in recent years, and to apply the algorithm to even larger networks of social media, the scalability of the algorithm has to improve further. One of the options is to explore subsampling. Theorem 1 and the empirical results show that the disruption score can be estimated reliably from a subsampled citation network. This useful property allows us to further accelerate computation. With a suitable sampling, computing the disruption scores can be more efficient in both computation time and memory space. According to our execution time statistics with different ratios of node sampling from APS, the time drops nearly exponentially because the number of citations decreases exponentially as the number of nodes decreases linearly: e.g., sampling 80% of papers can save 55% of the time.
When the task is to rank a large number of candidate challengers by their disruption scores, it is possible to avoid exhaustive pairwise comparison by reusing intermediate results.
Suppose we would like to rank 100 candidate challengers by their disruption scores. A brute-force approach is to compute the complement cascades for each of the candidates. By sorting these candidates in their topological order in the citation network, the φ values computed for the upstream candidates can be reused for the downstream candidates and significantly reduce the computational costs.
IV. RESULTS
In previous section, we report an evaluation of our method by testing if the disruption scores are high for known examples of transformative research when they are scored against the representative papers of the paradigms that were disrupted. In this section, we report a further test, where a highly cited paper is chosen and the goal is to use our method to rank all the papers in its cascade by their disruption score and see whether the highest scoring paper represents the best transformative research, under the condition that the system is blind about which papers are transformative. We note that in this case, it is possible that no challenger is sufficiently transformative against selected high cited papers but the highest scoring ones may still hint us about which papers are emerging. Again, since it is difficult to create a large set of the "ground truth" of transformative research, we will not to provide a quantitative evaluation, such as measuring error rates or area-under-curve, but will demonstrate through several case studies that the proposed method is able to identify examples of transformative research. We use the APS and DBLP datasets described in Section III-A to identify examples of transformative research in physics and computer science, respectively. We compare our method to two baselines and show that our method identifies more relevant challengers than both baselines.
A. Baselines
We compare our method to citations baseline that orders the papers within a cascade by their popularity, i.e., the number of citations they received. We also compare our method to cover ratio baseline: given a challenger T , cover ratio of T is defined as, 
CoverRatio(T ) :=
i.e., the ratio of nodes in the cascade that can be traced to the challenger T .
B. Physics
We chose several papers with the most citations in our dataset, which came from different subfields of physics. We identified the most disruptive challengers of these papers and carried out quantitative analysis of their topics.
a) Case Study 1:
In 1957 Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer published a seminal paper titled "Theory of Superconductivity" which explained the mechanism by which some metals became perfect electrical conductors (i.e., they lost their electrical resistance) at low temperatures. The authors were awarded a Nobel prize for this discovery in 1972. This paper is one of the ten most cited papers in the APS dataset. Table II lists the ten top-ranked challengers identified by the method proposed in this paper and the baseline. The disruption score of challengers was computed for a ten-year period (τ = 10). Compared to the citations baseline, both our method and the cover ratio baseline identifies papers that are relevant to the topic of superconductivity. All ten of the top challengers identified by baseline are papers dealing with calculations of electronic structure of materials, and include other most-cited papers in the APS dataset. While this is a very important topic, it is only peripherally related to superconductivity, in as much as this phenomenon is a result of correlated electron pairs. While top-rated challengers discovered by the cover ratio baseline are on the topic of superconductivity, only the proposed method discovered papers on high temperature superconductivity (HTS). The discovery of HTS was an important development in the study of superconductivity, recognized with a Nobel prize in 1987. Although the original paper announcing the discovery is not in our dataset, presence of several other papers on HTS among the top challengers demonstrates the efficacy of our method to identify disruptive papers. These challengers include "Antiferromagnetism in La 2 CuO 4−y ", "Two-dimensional antiferromagnetic quantum spin-fluid state in La 2 CuO 4 ", "Ba 2 YCu 3 O 7 : Electrodynamics of Crystals with High Reflectivity" and "Momentum Dependence of the Superconducting Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8 ".
We verify that our method identifies more relevant challengers through the analysis of their PACS numbers. The Physics and Astronomy Classification Scheme (PACS) was introduced in 1975 to allow authors to identify the field and subfields of their papers. Figure 5 shows the frequency distribution of PACS categories of the 30 top-ranked challengers (with PACS numbers) identified by our method and the citations baseline, weighted by the score assigned to the paper by the method. We aggregated the numbers by their top-level category. Our method finds many more papers about "Superconductivity" (category 74) and "Magnetic properties and materials" (75) than the citations baseline, which found papers about "Electronic structure of bulk materials" (71), "Quantum mechanics" (3) and "Statistical physics" (5), while "Superconductivity" (topic 74) is 15th most frequent topic among these challengers. In fact, topics (71, 75, 5) are the most common PACS numbers in the entire dataset, suggesting that citations baseline picks out globally popular papers, even though it considers only the papers in the cascade created by the seed node. None of the top-30 challengers identified by the cover ratio baseline had PACS numbers, since they were published before the classification system was introduced.
b) Case Study 2:
We used our method to rank challengers of the most cited paper in particle physics 1 . This is the 1967 paper by Steven Weinberg titled "A Model of Leptons." This seminal work unified weak and electromagnetic interactions within a single theory of electroweak interactions. It won its authors a Nobel prize in 1979. first and second challengers are papers by David Gross and Frank Wilczek, and David Politzer respectively. These three physicists shared a Nobel prize in 2004 for elucidating the theory of strong interactions, which along with gravity, electromagnetic, and weak interactions forms the four fundamental forces of nature. Though they did their works independently and their papers received a nod from the Nobel committee 30 years after their publication, our method identifies both of them and correctly recognizes their contributions already using the data less than ten years after their publication.
The top-ten challengers include four more papers by Steven Weinberg (3, 5, 8, and 10) , and papers by Nobel laureates Kenneth G. Wilson (paper 4 "Confinement of quarks"), and Samuel C. Ting (paper 9 "Experimental Observation of a Heavy Particle J"). Though these papers are on slightly different topics than the seed, they are all important works within the particle physics community, demonstrating that our method is able to capture how the community shifts its attention between different topics.
The cover ratio baseline, on the other hand, identifies papers on several topics of particle physics, most notably gauge symmetry breaking. This is an important research area in theoretical particle physics, but one that generalizes to all forces. In contrast, our method found more challengers relevant to the topic of electroweak interactions.
Of the top ten challengers identified by citations baseline, seven are the same as the baseline challengers of the first case study. These are papers in a popular topic of using density functional theory, or its variants, for electronic structure calculations, and are not relevant to the topic of high energy physics. This case study further highlights the ability of our method to identify important and relevant challengers.
c) Case Study 3:
Our final study considers the fractional quantum Hall effect, a phenomenon in which the conductance of 2-dimensional electrons is quantized at certain levels. This effect was first reported in a 1982 paper titled "Two-Dimensional Magnetotransport in the Extreme Quantum Limit." The discovery and explanation of this effect was recognized with a Nobel prize in 1998. Table IV shows the top ten challengers identified by our method and baseline. Since the APS dataset ends in 2009, the disruption score for 2005 papers were computed for the four year period. To mitigate the bias that incomplete data introduces, we show only the challengers published after 1994.
Several of the challengers with highest disruption score are about graphene, a one-atom-thick layer of graphite, whose discovery has facilitated new investigations of the properties of matter and electrons confined to 2-dimensional surfaces, and resulted in a Nobel prize in 2010. In comparison, both baseline methods identify irrelevant challengers, including those dealing with the top quark (papers (b)6-8), calculations of electronic structure of bulk materials (papers (c)1-3), quantum computing (papers (c)4, 7) and high energy physics ((b)2, (c) 5, 8, 9) .
d) Quantitative Analysis:
We validate quantitatively that the proposed method identifies more relevant challengers than baseline by performing PACS number analysis of the challengers for the ten most-cited papers in the APS dataset. We compared the PACS number distribution of the 30 topranked challengers identified by each method with the distribution of PACS numbers of all papers in the APS dataset (with 
PACS numbers)
. The mean correlation of the distributions of PACS numbers of challengers of the 10 most-cited APS papers identified by our method with the global PACS number distribution is 0.4611 ± 0.0048. The mean correlation of PACS number distribution of top challengers of the most-cited papers found by the citations baseline with the global PACS number distribution is 0.5800 ± 0.0033. Higher correlation of the citations baseline indicates that it tends to identify challengers on globally popular topics, compared to the proposed method, which tends to identify challengers that are topically relevant to the seed.
C. Computer Science
We report results of two case studies of high interest to the data mining community, using the most highly cited papers in the DBLP dataset as seeds. Due to the fast pace of computer science research, we set τ = 4 years to compute the disruption score δ(τ ). e) Case Study 1: Ross Quinlan's 1986 paper on ID3 is one of the most influential papers in computer science that laid the foundation of the field of classifier learning. One may expect that papers about new algorithms of classifier learning are top challengers that transform the field, but surprisingly the results given in Table V shows that it is papers about association rule mining. Research in association rule mining led to a whole new field of data mining, while in comparison, new research in classifier learning is still within the realm laid out by Quinlan's ID3. In this sense, our result is more reasonable. The top challenger is perhaps the most related to ID3 among papers on association rule mining because a decision tree can be considered as a set of multiple-level rules. Our results are also more reasonable than those found by both baselines. Though two association rule mining papers appear in the top-5 lists found by the challengers, the remaining papers are irrelevant to decision tree learning. We note that the disruption scores of all of the identified papers are not very high and the top ones are close, suggesting that no single truly transformative research has yet challenged classic decision tree learning. Here, cover ratio baseline identifies similar challengers as those found by our method. The citations baseline selects mostly irrelevant papers. It is commonly agreed that the hashbased algorithm is truly a breakthrough for association rule mining and its disruption score correctly reflects that.
V. RELATED WORK
Much of bibliometric analysis uses citations count to measure a paper's quality or scientist's productivity [12] . Beyond simple citations count, researchers have explored methods that analyze the structure of citation networks to identify important papers [31] , [32] or predict which papers will be important in the future [33] .
Few works have explicitly studied transformative research or develop methods to automatically identify such research. Mazloumian et al. [13] characterized how a publication of a landmark paper increases attention paid to author's other papers, leading to a paradigm shift, which may eventually be recognized with a Nobel prize. Chen [34] described the use of a dynamic co-citation network to reveal "intellectual turning point" papers. Our approach differs from related work in that, first, we explicitly target papers that disrupt established works, and second, we consider cascades, which take chains of citations into account. Next, it is well-known that citation counts decay over time even for a highly influential work [35] . Therefore, it is important to consider its continuing influence of cascades, which provide indirect exposure to the work. Ghosh and Lerman [15] developed a function to quantify the structure of a growing cascade of information spreading in social media, which we use to measure the size of evolving cascades. In this paper we propose an efficient method that use this function to identify transformative scientific research.
How information spreads in a network of information ecosystems like social media and scientific publications has been heavily studied. Various models are available to explain and predict information diffusion [15] , [36] , [37] , [38] . Widely spread information may be disrupted by the presence of another piece of information that competes to gain attention from information consumers [39] . In scientific publications, information diffusion is usually measured by counting citations, and citations-based measures, such as the h-index [12] , are widely used to evaluate the productivity of scientists. Disruptions of citation cascade growth of well-established, field-defining papers usually represent an event of "paradigm shift," "breakthrough," emergence of a "disruptive idea," and a successful "transformative research." Similarly, in social media, the flow of a dominant topic may be disrupted by a challenger, which will gain attention from crosstalk information consumers, who have been following the dominant topic but now switch their attention. A challenger successfully disrupts the dominant topic when the challenger substitutes the attention of a sufficient number of crosstalk information consumers.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Transformative research shifts attention of the scientific community from the established paradigms that represent theories and methods accepted and practiced by the community. The degree to which the paradigm is accepted by the community is reflected in the citations received by papers that first describe it, and citations received by these papers, and so on. By looking at the structure of the citations cascade, we can determine when a new paradigm attracts attention of the scientific community. This happens when citations received by papers advancing the new paradigm can explain most of the new citations received by the old paradigm. These shifts of attention are evident soon after the challengers' publication, enabling early detection of transformative research. We have proposed a method to identify transformative challengers, i.e., scientific papers that shift attention of the community, by measuring how much they disrupt the growth of citation cascades of papers representing the established paradigm. When applied to citations networks of physics and computer science papers, our method correctly identified several examples of transformative research.
More work needs to be done to elucidate the processes that lead to shifts of attention. We need to identify seeds which simply do not have any significant challengers. Also, we would like to develop scalable methods that take into a account a set of seeds and a set of challengers. Another interesting direction is to develop methods to identify which established idea a given paper disrupts. We believe that identifying transformative research by analyzing citations cascades will prove to be a productive line of inquiry.
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APPENDIX

Proof: Theorem 1
The proof is divided into two parts.
Part 1. Prove that let S
by following the reasoning similar to that described in Section III-C. Part 2. Prove
by applying the Hoeffding's inequality.
